This is a city in perpetual flux and its ability to reinvent itself can be attributed to its complex history. Today there’s a seductive allure to the German capital’s dynamism and willingness to create anew. Be it a luxury hotel in an old bathhouse, experimental artwork in a former margarine factory or an ever-evolving roster of musicians, the city thrums with ingenuity. Berlin is about more than nightclubs and hammering hangovers – although a night on the tiles is about more than nightclubs and willingness to create anew.

Food and drink

Top tables and bar stools

Katz Orange, Mitte
Warm welcome

The former brewery site is fronted by a pretty courtyard; inside, the dining room and cocktail bar boast plenty of cozy nooks. Raising the comfort level further is a meat-centric menu dominated by stews and roasts.

+49 (0)30 983 208 430
katzorange.com

LocaL, Mitte
Neighbourhood favourite

With its bright dining room, jumbled furniture and simple yet modern German food, LokaL offers a reprieve from the many conceptually ambitious restaurants in the area.

160, Linienstrasse, 10115
+49 (0)30 2844 9500
lokal-berlin.blogspot.de